Sunday, July 5, 2009
Dunwich Dynamo

Dunwich Dynamo 2009
It's midnight and I'm cycling through a tiny village in Suffolk. I can see houses, fields and
hedgerows in the moonlight. All the houses are in darkness, their occupants asleep. I
imagine them waking in the morning.

A man gets up sleepily from his bed, stretches and pulls on his slippers and gown, shuffles
downstairs and opens the front door. He yawns as he bends to pick up the Sunday Times
from his doorstep unaware that, during the night, a thousand cyclists silently passed his
door, drawn like lemmings to the coast at Dunwich.
If a bear shits in the woods and no one is around... The man stands up, looks left and right.

Something is different here. Then, with a puzzled look, he shakes his head and turns
around, glancing at the headlines and closing the door behind him.
The brain does strange things at this time of night.
Dunwich was once a thriving wool port. Until the sea rose up and claimed the town, which
now rests under the waves, far from the shingle beach. Legend has it that sometimes at
night you can hear the church bells chiming beneath the waves...
Another legend has it that one night, fifteen years ago, a group of London bike messengers
set off one full moon and cycled east, arriving in Dunwich, 120 miles away, for sunrise. The
Dunwich Dynamo has been ridden every year since then on the July Saturday night closest
to full moon.
There is no entry fee and the event is unsupported. In other words there is no sag wagon to
pick you up if body or bike gives out. There are no marshals to show you the way.
Southwark Cyclists organise a feeding station near the half way mark and candle fairies
sometimes place candles in glass jars to mark important intersections and changes of
directions.
Earlier on Saturday, Darren and I had driven to Darsham station, near Dunwich with our
bikes. The deal was that Darren rode his fixed gear bike while I rode my Brompton folding
bike. At Darsham station I unfolded my bike and rode onto the station platform. Noticing
half a dozen cyclists on the other side of the line, I shouted:
"Are you catching the train to London?"
"Yes!"
"Then I'm on the wrong side."
"You're also on the wrong bike."
Such is the abuse that we Brompton riders have to endure.
Seven cyclists boarded the train, arriving at London, Liverpool Street an hour and a half
later. From Liverpool Street we cycled to London Fields, Hackney, where the ride started,
making a detour to Brick Lane to buy three bagels each: one for now and two for eating
along the way.
London Fields was magical in the late afternoon sun with cyclists milling around, some
drinking ales from The Pub on the Park. The grass was strewn with a huge variety of
velocipedes.
"There's some serous bike porn here," said Darren, slavering over a couple of brightly
coloured London fixed gear cycles, lying side by side on the grass.
With the long drive to Darsham, the train trip to Liverpool Street and our arrival at London
Fields at 6.30 we felt as though we had been waiting forever and set off at 8.05, with a
small group of cyclists clinging together for safety. The directions from the London School of
Cycling read: "First 3 kms cross bandit country. Ride in groups or use main roads to L.
Bridge Rd. Look out for each other". Who were these bandits and what did they do? Hijack
your bike? Steal your money? Take hostages? How would we recognise a bandit? Would he
have his hat pulled low over the eyes and a six-shooter at his hip?

We dodged through traffic and down side lanes, trusting in other cyclists who displayed the
confidence of knowing where they were going. In what seemed like minutes we clattered
over the expansion joints of the bridge crossing the M25, free of the Big Smoke.
Soon we were in Epping. By now most cyclists had switched on their lights in the quiet lanes
and Epping dazzled us with its brightness. The place seemed over-populated with pubs,
patrons spilling out into the streets in the warm summer air. This pattern was repeated to a
greater or lesser extent throughout Essex until, at 11.00 pm we made our first bagel stop in
a tiny village. The outside tables at a quiet pub looked welcoming so we pulled in for a bagel
followed by an energy bar. Peering through the pub window we noticed there was only one
patron sitting wearily at the bar.
Revitalised we set off again, tagging along with a bunch of passing cyclists.
A technical point: my Brompton has two gears (74" and 56"). I usually describe it as a onegear bike with an emergency low gear. Darren was riding a fixed gear of 74". This meant
that we didn't have the luxury of slowing down on hills. Darren, in particular, had to charge
at hills to retain enough momentum to get over the crest. We also jumped onto any group
that overtook us, meaning that we were maintaining a blistering pace. Passing though a
small village we came across a cyclist looking at his Ordinance Survey map. Noticing that he
had a cycling computer we asked how far we had come. The answer: 76 kms.
Charging up another hill I calculated that, even allowing for stops, we would be in Dunwich
at 03.00. This seemed pointless as the Beach Café only opens at 06.00. I flicked to the
lower gear and let the group go, cycling for half an hour on my own. As soon as the others
had disappeared into the darkness I realised that I was suffering from a lack of lighting.
Cycling in the open was not a problem, there was minimal cloud cover and the almost full
moon gave sufficient light. But descents through 'tree tunnels' were really scary. My
headlight was almost useless. If there was someone ahead I could follow their red taillight,
keeping my fingers crossed that there were no major potholes in the road. If alone, I
entered a black void.
At 12.30 I am riding
bottled candles along
Through the window
bunch he had latched

through Great Waldingfield when suddenly I come upon a row of
the roadside. I am at the feeding station. I stop and park my bike.
I see Darren standing in the queue. He has been dropped by the
onto and has ridden for some time on his own, not far ahead of me.

An option on the 'menu' reads 'Pasta £s;2.00'. I select this but am disappointed when the
pasta turns out to be cold pasta salad rather than hot pasta with a steaming sauce. I eat the
pasta slowly while drinking cups of water and follow with an energy bar. The guy opposite
us looks seriously tired. He tells me that this is his third Dynamo and that last year, after
eating, he found somewhere to lie down and slept for an hour. He describes the ride two
years ago when it rained from start to finish. We all nod, yes, we are lucky to have fine
weather this year.
I am starting to feel cold, a sure sign that it's time to move on. I try new batteries in my
headlight and lo, there is light! I can actually see a circle of light in the road in front. Much
cheered, I set off with Darren, whose light struggles to emit half a candlepower, following
behind using the blinking red light on my helmet as a navigation beacon.
Now descents through tree tunnels are easier but faster and, therefore, just as scary. I can

make out the white line. But now and then the white line disappears behind a bump in the
road or a crest or perhaps because it isn't there anyway. It always feels better with the
reassurance of a blinking red taillight in front. It is mesmerising watching the taillights.
Some are steady but most flash. Flashes are of different frequencies. Sometimes the road
ahead is dark. Sometimes it is sprinkled with a myriad of red lights, stretching into the
distance. We turn and begin to climb a hill. Ahead are road works and a temporary traffic
light is showing red. I know it's something to do with the time of night and the tiredness but
to me it looks as if the little flashing red lights are returning to the mother ship, steadily
glowing huge and red in the darkness.
We link up with two other cyclists and begin to take turns in the front. I take a turn at the
front: old fart on a Brompton, pulling young guys on 'proper' bikes. After a good spell at the
front, I fall back and notice that our ranks have swelled to eight or nine. As I drop back a
gap opens up after three bikes and I hear a voice out of the darkness behind: "Don't get
involved in that, they'll expect you to go to the front". Wheel suckers!
We round a corner and ahead is a sea of red lights. About 30 cyclists have stopped, realising
that they have strayed from the route. A gobby Scot is dominating proceedings. Directions
and maps are consulted. Then two GPS users quietly point out that if we continue along the
road we're on we should rejoin the official route.
We cycle on and, after about 10 minutes, join a large group on the official route. A cheer
goes up from our group. Now we are in a group of about 70 cyclists. The light generated by
so many cyclists in close formation is dazzling: a ribbon of light stretching at least 100 yards
down a narrow country lane. It's like the Tour de France with lights! Then someone near the
front swerves, nearly bringing down the rider alongside, there is a yell and we come very
close to a Tour de France mass pileup.
The large group gradually splits into smaller groups. In the east the sky is tinged with
orange. It is 03.00.
At 03.30 Darren and I decide to stop in an unnamed village for our remaining bagels. We sit
on a bench occasionally interrupting our chewing to shout "Turn right!" to cyclists coming
down the road. We realise that we're probably less than 15 miles from Dunwich so take our
time. When we set of it is 04.00 and it is light enough to switch off our lights. We dawdle
into Dunwich, arriving at the Beach Café at 05.30 to find that the café is already open. We
quickly join the queue for the Full English. We eat our breakfast outside under a sky
darkening with clouds while Darren babbles on about next year's Dynamo!
Breakfast over, we cycle 5 miles back to Darsham. As we reach the car the heavens open
and we drive home in the rain. The weather gods have smiled on the Dynamo this year.
Ian Newall

Off Road. An excellent turn out of twelve riders met for the off road ride and it was good to
see several ladies amongst the group. From left to right in the photo: David, Philip and
Alison, John and Hilary, Ted, Neil, Eric, Steve, Elaine, Debbie (kneeling), whilst hiding behind
the camera is Colin the ride leader.
Two riders cycled from Hornbeam Park, meeting up with the rest of the group in Ripley
village. We set off at 10am in warm but slightly overcast weather. Crossing over the B6165
we started with a short climb up hill onto a section of the Nidderdale Way. On a mixture of
tracks, field sides and farm lanes we passed Sir Henry Wood and Cayton Gill, then headed
left after High Cayton farm towards Haddockstones. Here we joined How Hill Road for a
short ride up and down hill before turning right by Abbey Fall Wood to make a short climb
with a great view back over Fountains Abbey.
Exchanging pleasantries with a couple of horse riders who we were to meet again later, we
continued off road through Hill House Farm where fortunately the cow herd had just been
released back into the fields (otherwise you have to fight your way amongst them through
the stack yard). Pressing on a nice ride through the woods eventually leads to Whitcliffe Hall
where we took a right onto Ripon Rowel Walk. Another right took us towards a small stretch
on road, Whitcliffe Lane. At Morcar Grange we had a quick 5 minute biscuit stop before
continuing over Brickley Hills and then down Strait Lane. This finishes with a great piece of
singletrack that everyone thouroughly enjoyed. Then its back onto the road for a delightful
cruise through Ingerthorpe and on to Markington where we made a pit stop at the very
friendly Sticky Wicket Cafe. A varied selection of drinks and cakes later we were off again.
Three of the group took the faster road route home with a view to catching some minor
tennis event on the tele with the rest continuing the ride for about another 45 minutes via
Markington Crossing, Shrog Wood and back up to High Cayton Farm. Here we took a
different route home, taking in a fairly steep climb past a disused quarry and onto another
short section of the Nidderdale Way which led back down to the B6165. A short stretch on

road back to Ripley where we cooled down with an ice cream before heading off our
separate ways.
A few sections proved to be bumpy and harder work for those with hybrid or nonsuspension bikes but everyone survived and we even managed to negotiate the whole ride
without a single puncture. The promised showers didn't materialise and in fact it turned into
a lovely sunny day. Overall everyone agreed it had been a very enjoyable ride and there was
lots of discussion at the end as to where we might go next time. Debbie & Colin
Ten of us set off for the long ride to Thorpe Perrow. At least, that was the plan but the day
evolved in a natural sort of way like these things do.
We went through Birstwith and Hartwith Mill then the steady climb to Brimham rocks at a
good pace. From there we had the choice of going straight to Kirkby Malzeard via Fell Beck
or adding on the Dallowgill loop. Martin, Yvonne and James opted for the direct route whilst
the others went the other way.
As we went through Grewelthorpe, Pete branched off to visit a friend and then home. I
thought it unlikely that we would meet up again but sure enough, in Masham, we all met up
and sat down for an enjoyable bite and drink in the sun. We then relaxed the pace a bit and
missed out Thorpe Perrow altogether. The nine of us then ate up the miles taking in points
of historical interest (courtesy of Martin) and enjoying lovely views.
I then caused some confusion by telling everyone that we should turn right at a junction, at
which point we lost Chris who had made comments about making a dash for home just
before. We can only hope this happened! Cycling through Ripon, Yvonne had the good idea
of stopping in Bishop Monkton for an ice cream but, alas, the shop was shut, so it was a
final dash for Knaresborough and home. Good views, good weather, good company and
probably a good distance but I don't know what it was! Probably 60 plus miles. Oh, and just
after saying goodbye to the last rider, I got a puncture, and on my new wheels... Steve P
Once again the medium ride proved to be the most popular with 24 riders setting off in a
fairly staggered party until we cleared the traffic and reassembled at Pannal Golf Club. Here
we split the group into half where Paul R offered to lead a slightly slower group hopefully
able to follow the route.
We then set off at quite a brisk pace over Follifoot Ridge along Haggs Road to the cycleway
at Spofforth. We passed through Wetherby to join the new cycle track alongside the A1
Motorway following this nicely surfaced traffic free route as far as Clifford, then on to Boston
Spa for a banana/comfort break and continuing on via Thorp Arch village to join the
cycleway back into Wetherby.
We returned following the cycle track alongside the old A1 to Little Ribston and on to Abbey
Road & Waterside. About 33 easy miles, approx half of the distance on tracks or very quiet
roads. Thanks to Peter N for acting as back marker & to Paul for leading the second group, I
hope that you found your way round the route & enjoyed it as much as I did. Dennis B.
and notes from Paul R........Pretty sure we followed the same route as Dennis. We also had
one British Lion diving for the try line over the handle bars with a nasty graze to the right
arm, one Springbok falling into touch with a cut and graze to the left arm, someone called
out 5 to Clifford and the American thought it was an American football call, saw a guy with a
helmet coming towards him, took him out into a fence post broke his glasses and gave him

a cut eyebrow, coffee and scones outside and inside, one wobbly tyre, one wobbly rim and a
catapulting flying bungey made for a good 35 miles cycling.
Only four opted for the short ride and all had time restrictions and needed to back in
Harrogate for midday. Seeing the majority of riders opting for the medium ride and heading
towards Leeds Road we decided to go a different direction and headed off towards
Knaresborough.
From Low Bridge we made our way through Little Ribston and on to Kirk Deighton. The
smell of garlic on this stretch of road was lovely. We arrived at Wetherby at the same time
as Dennis and the 'Wheel Easy Army' of medium riders. We passed by quickly and headed
for coffee. We returned to Harrogate via the Spofforth railway track where we were
welcomed by a band of pipers. We pedalled quickly to avoid a charity event along the track.
At Spofforth we headed towards Follifoot and home. Overall we covered 20 miles at an
average speed of 11mph. We all enjoyed the ride and the company. Paul T
(Third photo thanks to Paul R)

